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I dreamed again my love. (Jesus Christ) I was preparing for a journey, ‘the
journey’ and was packing my suitcase. But what I was packing was not items of
clothing but Bible verses. Somewhere in boxes that look like cereal boxes in the
way they felt, and we're constructed. While others were in clear hard-shelled
containers that surrounded them that needed a key to open to get to the cereal
box type form.

The Bible verses in the box form I was grabbing from out of the air with ease.
They appeared before me as if in a long row running side by side without any
type of bookcase or shelf holding them. They were floating in the air above my
head where I had to look upward to see them.

I'm grabbing them quickly from the air filling my suitcase with all I can but as
soon as I came to a verse in a box that's encased in a hard, clear, locked case I
always hesitate. I grab it, hold it, look at it, and pray over it. Some of them
would become unlocked and I can remove it from the locked case it once was
in, while others stayed locked. I could still read the verse or verses through the
case, but they still remain locked. I kept them regardless and packed them in
the upper top right corner of my suitcase knowing each verse in a cereal-type
box cased or uncased were valuable and precious to me. So much that this was
all I was packing.

As the dream progressed, I began packing faster and faster grabbing the verses
that appeared as quick as I could. Also packing them quickly but always with
great care. As the dream came near to the end the suitcase changed into my
head that, for lack of a better understanding, had the top part flipped open to
one side. My left front about mid forehead and upward. And now the verses are
in the form of black and red words that are forming a tall heap in my open
head. Then I woke.

I knew upon waking that I still need to pray and ask Father God to open up and
unlock yet still more of the verses still in His Holy Word. These are needed to
have more knowledge and a better understanding of what they truly mean and
not only man's interpretation of them. But also, those in the cereal boxes, in
the readily eatable form are those I have eaten as meat that I have learned
through the Holy Spirit's teaching and it's also my spiritual food. I'm no longer
drinking milk but I'm on the meat. Although the chewable meat looks like
cereal. [Ha, ha, Jesus Christ you know howmuch I like my cereal. “Yes, I do
little daughter.”]



I am to continue packing in the word of God into mymind until I leave this
world and pack nothing else in it. Even those verses still locked I need to pack
into mymind until they become unlocked when the understanding or
revelation comes through Holy Spirit my beloved Teacher.

Thank you, Jesus Christ, for this wonderful dream also showme I'm filling my
mind with the right things which is Your Holy Word and not with the junk
(junk food like cakes and cookies) of the world. This is one trip I should never
stop packing for until I leave this earth and in Jesus Christ’s name I never will.

“I love you Jesus Christ.” “I love you too, my daughter of mine.”
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